AGENDA

Buildings + Infrastructure
Stakeholder Collaborative Kick-off Meeting
Marin Conservation League Office

January 23, 2019
1:00pm – 4:00pm

Assigned reading:
“'A New Book on the Climate Crisis Makes the Persuasive Case That We’re Not Doomed’”
“This Article Won’t Change Your Mind”
“White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack” (attached to calendar invite)

Please bring:
2 ideas to address opportunities/challenges in the built environment (in Marin County and the region)

1:00pm – 2:00pm Welcome + Introductions
Honoring the Land
Drawdown Vision + Mission
Our Role + Approach
BREAK – 10 minutes

2:10pm – 2:45pm How can we solve complex problems?
Frameworks for Drawdown
Ideation – Conversation mapping!

2:45pm – 3:45pm Potential Solutions + Our Goals
What can we do, what excites us, what can we make real progress on?

3:45pm – 4:00pm Schedule + Next Steps
Overall Schedule
Small Group Meetings
Questions/Feedback